Habitual action video game playing is associated with caudate nucleus-dependent navigational strategies
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The habitual playing of video games is associated with increased grey matter and activity in the striatum. Studies in humans and rodents have shown an inverse relationship between grey matter in the striatum and hippocampus. We investigated whether action video game playing is also associated with increased use of response learning strategies during navigation, known to be dependent on the caudate nucleus of the striatum, when presented in a dual solution task. We tested 26 action video game players (actionVGPs) and 33 non-action video game players (nonVGPs) on the 4-on-8 virtual maze and a visual attention event-related potential (ERP) task, which elicits a robust N2-posterior-controlateral (N2pc) component. We found that actionVGPs had a significantly higher likelihood of using a response learning strategy (80.76%) compared to nonVGPs (42.42%). Consistent with previous evidence, actionVGPs and nonVGPs differed in the way they deployed visual attention to central and peripheral targets as observed in the elicited N2pc component during an ERP visual attention task. Increased use of the response strategy in actionVGPs is consistent with previously observed increases in striatal volume in video game players (VGPs). Using response strategies is associated with decreased grey matter in the hippocampus. Previous studies have shown that decreased volume in the hippocampus precedes the onset of many neurological and psychiatric disorders. If actionVGPs have lower grey matter in the hippocampus, as response learners normally do, then these individuals could be at increased risk of developing neurological and psychiatric disorders during their lifetime.

1. Introduction

People now spend a collective 3 billion hours per week playing video games [1], and it is estimated that the average young person will now spend nearly 10 000 h gaming by the time they are 21 [2]. As video game playing becomes more and more ubiquitous, it is increasingly important to better understand the impact of this intense exposure on cognitive and neural functioning. Currently, the literature reports many favourable cognitive improvements associated with action video game playing (e.g. first- or third-person shooting games) [3–6]. For example, action video game players (actionVGPs) have been shown to have faster response times when detecting visual targets [7] and have a larger useful field of view suitable for accurate peripheral target detection [3,6,8], when compared with non-video game players (nonVGPs). More recently, electrophysiological measures have demonstrated differences in attentional orienting and selection, as measured by the P3 component, which is an index of attentional allocation, where actionVGPs were found to elicit a larger P3 amplitude in response to targets compared with nonVGPs [9,10].

Video game playing is also associated with greater volume and activity in the striatum [11,12]. The striatum is part of the brain’s reward pathway and has been implicated in the formation of habits [13] and procedural memory (e.g. riding a bicycle) [14]. The striatum also plays a role in stimulus–response
learning, which involves making a particular action when faced with an environmental trigger that acts as a stimulus [15,16]. Increased striatal volume and activity are also associated with decreased volume and activity in the hippocampus [17,18]. The striatum, which is significantly larger in video game players (VGPs) [11,12], shares an inverse relationship with the hippocampus [16,19]. In contrast to the striatum’s critical role in response learning and memory, and habit formation by making rigid stimulus–response associations [15,20–23], the hippocampus is critical for allocentric spatial learning and memory, and the formation of a cognitive map (i.e., learning and memory for the relationships between environmental landmarks) irrespective of the position of the observer [24–27]. When navigating, distinct strategies rely on either the hippocampus or the striatum in both humans [28] and rodents [20,29]. Specifically, the spatial strategy involves building relationships between landmarks in an environment to create a cognitive map, and relies on the hippocampus [25]. The response strategy, by contrast, entails learning a series of movements (e.g., left and right turns) from given positions that act as stimuli (e.g., post office) and relies on the striatum [29]. When these series of movements are learned, they are known to become part of the procedural memory system.

There is a large amount of evidence that supports the hypothesis that the use of spatial strategies is associated with increased hippocampal grey matter and activity, while the use of response strategies is associated with increased grey matter and activity in the striatum [16,18,19,30–32]. For example, in a dual solution task, which allows the use of both spatial and response navigational strategies, studies in rodents have shown increased basal levels of acetylcholine in the hippocampus prior to the spontaneous use of the spatial strategy. In comparison, rodents that spontaneously used a response strategy in the dual solution task had increased basal levels of acetylcholine in the striatum [33]. Corroborating evidence from the rodent literature has been reported by Lerch et al. [16], who trained mice on the Morris Water Maze to find a target platform by either using distinct visual landmarks (spatial training) or a single ‘beacon’ stimulus that directly indicated the location of the platform (response training). They found that mice in the spatial training group showed increased hippocampal volume after training, whereas mice in the response group instead showed increased striatal volume.

In humans, Schinazi et al. [34] found that right posterior hippocampal volume positively correlated with people’s ability to identify the relative locations of buildings on a university campus while blindfolded (i.e., relying on a cognitive map). Conversely, accuracy on this task was negatively correlated with both left and right caudate nucleus volume. Further, Head & Isom [35] found that wayfinding using landmarks (spatial learning) and route memorizing (response learning) performance were, respectively, related to baseline hippocampal and caudate nucleus volumes.

In addition to these findings, it has been shown that young adults who navigated using a spatial strategy showed greater fMRI activity [18] and grey matter [19] in the hippocampus. Conversely, young adults who navigated using response strategies showed increased fMRI activity [18] and grey matter [19] in the caudate nucleus of the striatum. These findings were also replicated in older adults such that those using a spatial strategy had more fMRI activity [36] and grey matter [32] in the hippocampus than those using the response strategy. These results are consistent with those of Poldrack et al. [37], where a declarative and non-declarative classification learning task was used in the scanner to show that medial temporal lobe activity occurs early in learning, whereas caudate nucleus activity occurs in later phases when subjects make faster classification responses. Together, these results provide convincing evidence that the use of response-based navigation strategies are associated with increased development and activation of the striatum and a reduction of hippocampal volume and activity across the lifespan [38].

As with the response strategy, video game playing is also associated with increased development and activation of the striatum. For example, when recording functional brain activity during the Monetary Incentive Delay task, researchers found that adolescents who engaged in increased video game playing had increased activity in the left ventral striatum when given feedback stating a loss of income [12]. Dopamine release in the ventral striatum was also shown to be associated with increased video game performance [39]. Another study reported both increased visual–cognitive performance (increased visual working memory accuracy) and increased striatal volume in the same cohort of action VGPs [11]. Further linking video game playing and response strategies, Kuhn & Gallant [40] showed a negative correlation between playing certain types of action video games (e.g., Ego shooters with role-playing game design elements, such as Borderlands, Fallout 3 and Dead Island) and volume of the entorhinal cortex, a region highly interconnected with the hippocampus. Conversely, the study reported a positive correlation between time playing certain logic and puzzle video games (e.g., Tetris; Professor Layton) and platformer games (e.g., Super Mario 64) and volume of the entorhinal cortex. Together, these data suggest that experience specifically with certain action video games is associated with decreased entorhinal cortex volume and that video game playing increased volume and activation of the ventral and dorsal regions of the striatum. Furthermore, these data also suggest that cognitive performance enhancements associated with action VGPs may be, at least in part, related to procedural learning and error/reward feedback mediated by the striatum.

In addition to promoting habit formation and task perceptual–motor task efficiency, response learning is also related to various forms of impulsivity and sensation-seeking behaviours and has been shown to be associated with cue sensitivity mediated within the striatum [41]. Further, cue sensitivity and substance abuse are both associated with increased striatal grey matter [42]. Fitting with this notion, recent evidence from Bohbot et al. [43] has shown that response learners as determined by a virtual dual solution task, the 4-on-8 Virtual Maze (4/8VM), show greater levels of substance abuse, such as higher lifetime use of tobacco, greater cannabis and double the alcohol use, relative to spatial learners. In a separate study, it was also demonstrated that, in people who engage in higher levels of video game playing, there was a significant correlation between time playing video games and alcohol use, as well as Internet addiction [40]. As action VGPs have larger striatal volume and playing video games is associated with increased striatal activity and engagement in other sensation-seeking activities related to response learning, we predicted that action VGPs would be more likely to spontaneously adopt a response strategy when navigating compared with non VGPs.

To investigate the relationship between action VGP experience and navigation strategies, we tested a group of healthy young adults with no substance use disorders on a virtual...
navigation task that can be solved using either a spatial or a response learning strategy and assessed their video game playing habits. To further qualify our results, we also tested actionVGPs and nonVGPs on a separate visual attention event-related potential (ERP) task. This allowed us to compare our cohort of actionVGPs and nonVGPs in the context of previous reports citing differences in visual attention processes between these two groups, and further explore the neural mechanisms that drive these differences (e.g.[3–6,8,9]). As visual attention differences between actionVGPs and nonVGPs have been the literature’s primary focus until this point, we felt that the inclusion of a visual attention task was important to ensure that our current sample did not significantly differ from those of previous studies that focused on differences in visual attention and short-term memory.

The target detection paradigm we chose to use was designed to show no behavioural differences (e.g. accuracy and reaction times); however, it elicits a robust ERP component, the N2pc (N-2-posterior-controlateral), a lateralized component thought to be modulated by target selection and distractor inhibition in the visual domain [44]. The N2pc is defined as an increased negativity at posterior electrode sites contralateral to the position of an attended visual target, relative to ipsilateral electrodes, typically occurs about 200–260 ms after target onset and is thought to index covert visuo-spatial attention [45]. We sought to detect existing between-group differences by using the N2pc to measure the moment-by-moment deployment of attention during target detection [46,47].

We had two central hypotheses. Specific to action video game playing and navigation strategies, we hypothesized that, owing to higher striatal activation and volume associated with video game playing [11,12], actionVGPs would spontaneously adopt a response strategy to a greater proportion while navigating compared with nonVGPs. We also hypothesized that actionVGPs would show results similar to previous cohorts in visual attention processing [3,5,6,8–10] and display differences in the electrophysiological activity associated with the deployment of selective attention.

To classify participants as actionVGPs or nonVGPs, the same criteria were used as have been used in past studies examining differences between these groups [3,5,6,48,49]. Participants were placed into the actionVGP or nonVGP group on the basis of a questionnaire about their action video game playing habits. To be considered an actionVGP, a participant needed to report a minimum of 6 h a week of action video game usage during the previous six months. An abridged list of the action video games participants reported playing included first-person shooters such as Fallout 3, Borderlands 2, Counterstrike and Call of Duty and third-person shooter/adventure games such as Grand Theft Auto V, Tomb Raider (2012) and Gears of War. The criterion to be considered a nonVGP was a report of little or no action game playing for at least the previous six months [3,5,6,48,49]. This resulted in 26 participants (four female) being placed into the actionVGP group and 33 participants (nine female) being placed into the nonVGP group. The actionVGP group had an average age of 23.88 (±3.94) and reported playing an average of 17.9 (±10.44) hours per week during the last six months, while the nonVGP group had an average age of 24.36 (±3.68) and played 0 h per week of action games during this time.

(b) Tasks

(i) 4-on-8 virtual maze

The 4/8VM is a virtual reality task that was created using programming software from a commercially available computer game (Unreal Tournament; Epic Games, Raleigh, NC, USA; figure 1). The 4/8VM is a behavioural task that provides an indirect measure of hippocampus and striatum volume and function during navigation [18,19]. The virtual reality task consists of an eight arm radial maze situated in an enriched environment. The environment contains both distal and proximal landmarks: two trees, a rock and mountains.

The task comprises several trials, which consisted of two parts. In Part 1, a set of barriers block four of the eight arms. The participant is instructed to pick up objects located at the end of the four open arms. Additionally, the participant is told to remember which pathways they visited because, in Part 2, all of the pathways are accessible and the objects that they must retrieve are situated in the pathways that were previously inaccessible. Participants always begin the task facing the same direction. All landmarks are visible during Part 1 and Part 2 of a trial. Participants are administered a minimum of three trials. If participants do not reach criterion within the first three trials, a maximum of five extra trials are given until participants reach criterion. The criterion on the 4/8VM is no errors on part 2 for a single trial. This criterion ensures that all participants have learned the task.

Once this criterion is reached, a probe trial is administered. During Part 1 of the probe trial, the participants still collect the objects from the open arms and all landmarks are present, however, in Part 2, when all of the arms are accessible, a wall is erected around the maze so that the participants cannot see the environment and all landmarks are removed. Participants can solve the 4/8VM using either of two strategies. The first, a ‘spatial’ strategy, depends on learning the relationship between the target objects and the landmarks in the environment. For example, a participant would remember the position of an object relative to the trees and the mountain. The second is a ‘response’ strategy, where a counting or patterning system is used to remember the sequence of rewarded arms. The probe trial does not disturb the performance of participants using a response strategy as their sequence does not depend on the environmental landmarks. Conversely, participants using a spatial strategy have difficulty on Part 2 of the probe trial because they require the landmarks to properly retrieve the objects [18,43]. At the end of the task, participants were asked to report how they knew which pathways contained objects and which were empty in the Part 2 trials.
Using a specific objective questioning procedure, we asked about their initial method of navigation during the very first trial. This has previously been shown to be a reliable measure of initial spontaneous navigation strategy. Based on their description, participants were categorized as using either a spatial strategy or a response strategy \[17–19,38,43,50\]. On the first trial, if participants reported using two or more landmarks at the same time to remember the location of the objects, and avoided reporting using a sequence from a single starting point, they were categorized as using a spatial strategy. If the participant reported using a sequence or pattern on the first trial, counting from a single starting point to remember the locations of the objects, they were categorized as using a response strategy. The experimenter who administered the virtual reality task was blind to the video game playing status of each participant.

(ii) N2pc visual attention task

To investigate whether our cohort of actionVGPs and nonVGPs differed in visual attentional processes as previously reported (e.g. \[3,5,6,48,49\]), participants completed a visual spatial attention task while an electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded (see Brisson & Jolicoeur [46] for full method details). Participants completed 768 experimental trials (figure 2; [44,46]). They were asked to fixate on a point at the centre of the screen that remained on screen for the remainder of the trial. After 600 ms (± 200 ms), a 150 ms bilateral visual display appeared. The display consisted of four coloured squares (two on each side of fixation in the lower quadrants), each with a gap in one of their four sides. When present, the target stimulus was orange (frequent colour) or green (rare colour) among blue distractors. All colours were adjusted to be equiluminant using a chromometre (Minolta CS100) to control for low-level sensory responses. In addition to the target-present trials, 128 no go trials were included where no target appeared and participants had to inhibit their response. Target colour squares were presented with equal probability to all four possible positions \( (p = 0.25 \text{ all locations}) \). The probability of each gap location (top, bottom, left and right) was equal \( (p = 0.25) \). Both a frequent and an infrequent target condition were also created. When the target square had a gap on its left, right or bottom side (frequent condition, \( p = 0.75 \)) participants responded by pressing the ‘V’ key on a keyboard, whereas they pressed the ‘N’ key only when the target square had a gap on the top side (infrequent condition, \( p = 0.25 \)). After a 600 ms (± 200 ms) delay, accuracy feedback was given by displaying either four minus or four plus signs around the fixation cross for 750 ms.

(c) Electrophysiological recordings and data analysis

The EEG was recorded from 64 active Ag/AgCl electrodes (Biosemi Active Two system) with positions corresponding to the International 10–10 System [51] mounted on an elastic cap, as well as five external electrodes. The signal was re-referenced offline to the average of the left and right mastoids. The horizontal electrooculogram (HEOG), recorded as the voltage difference between two electrodes placed lateral to the external canthi, was used to measure horizontal eye movements. The vertical electrooculogram (VEOG), recorded as the voltage difference between two electrodes placed below the left eye and Fp1 (above the left eye), was used to detect eye blinks. The EEG and EOG were digitized at 512 Hz. EEG data were high-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz, low-pass filtered at 30 Hz and

![Figure 1. A view of the virtual environment used in the 4-on-8 virtual maze. Note the tree and mountains that form part of the landscape. A rock and meadow were also present in the virtual environment. In Part 1, participants retrieve 4 objects at the end of 4 available paths out of 8 that extend from a central platform. In Part 2, participants remember which pathways they have already visited and avoid these in order to find the remaining objects. Probe: After acquisition, in Part 2, a wall is erected around the radial maze after learning, blocking the participants’ view of landmarks in the environment. (Online version in colour.)](http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/)
averaged offline. EOG data were high-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz, low-pass filtered at 10 Hz and averaged offline. Trials with artefacts (+100 mV from baseline) and horizontal eye movements (saccades; HEOG > 35 mV over 300 ms) were excluded from final analysis. Eye blinks (VEOG > 50 mV over 150 ms) were removed from the data of all participants using the independent component analysis technique. When more than 50% of the data were removed from a condition following artefacts and ocular movement rejection, subjects were discarded from further analyses. This resulted in two actionVGPs and six nonVGPs being removed from the EEG analysis, giving a final total of 24 actionVGPs and 27 nonVGPs being kept for final analysis.

EEG epochs of 1000 ms (including 200 ms pre-stimulus onset) were averaged after artefact rejection, separately for trials with a left visual field target and trials with a right visual field target and baseline-corrected based on the 200 ms pre-target period. To isolate the N2pc component from non-lateralized perceptual processes, averaged ipsilateral waveforms (activity over the left hemisphere when the target stimulus was presented in the left visual field and activity over the right hemisphere when the target was presented in the right visual field) is subtracted from the averaged contralateral waveforms (activity over left hemisphere to a right visual field target and activity over right hemisphere to a left visual field target). The remaining activity is then subsequently averaged (i.e. [contralateral activity–ipsilateral activity]/2). N2pc measurements (mean amplitude recorded during the 200–260 ms post-stimulus onset) were then made on the contralateral minus ipsilateral difference waveforms. Separate averaged ERP waveforms were computed for near and far target conditions and were compared between actionVGPs and nonVGPs groups.

### 3. Results

#### (a) 4-on-8 virtual maze

Twenty-six actionVGPs and 33 nonVGPs were tested on the 4/8VM. No group difference was found on the number of trials needed to reach criterion \((p > 0.8)\). Spontaneous navigational strategy use during the first trail was assessed for each participant according to verbal reports. Importantly, raters were blind to the participants’ video game playing status, as was the experimenter administering the 4/8VM. Two raters evaluated the strategy used by each participant and classified them as initially using either a response or spatial strategy to complete the 4/8VM. There was a 91.5% inter-rater concordance for participants in both groups. When there was discrepancy between both raters’ evaluation, a third rater’s evaluation was employed.

As can be seen in figure 3, results from the 4/8VM show that a higher proportion of actionVGPs were found to spontaneously use a response strategy (80.76%) compared to nonVGPs, where 57.58% used a spatial strategy and 42.42% used a response strategy. This difference in spontaneous strategy use between both groups was confirmed to be significant using a \(\chi^2\)-test: \(\chi^2_{(6)} = 8.86, p < 0.005\). As observed in previous studies (e.g. [18,50]), spatial learners made significantly more probe errors (mean = 1.5) compared to response learners (mean = 0.94; \(t = 1.78, p < 0.05\), one-tailed).

#### (b) N2pc visual attention task

**(i) Behavioural and electrophysiological results**

Twenty-four actionVGPs and 27 nonVGPs were kept for final analysis in the 4/8VM visuo-spatial attention task. Reaction times and accuracy scores were submitted to a 2 (VGP Group: actionVGP; nonVGP) \(\times\) 2 (Target Distance: near target; far target) mixed factorial ANOVA. Small, but reliable main effects of target distance were found for both reaction times (near target = 638 ms; far target = 678 ms; \(F_{1,49} = 128.02; p < 0.01; \eta^2 = 0.723\)) and accuracy (near target = 97% correct; far target = 96% correct; \(F_{1,49} = 22.01; p < 0.01; \eta^2 = 0.310\)). As expected, there were no group differences in reaction time (actionVGPs = 657 ms; nonVGPs = 659 ms; \(p > 0.05\)) nor accuracy scores (actionVGPs = 96% correct; nonVGPs = 97% correct; \(p > 0.05\)).

The grand averaged waveforms of both groups in each distance condition can be seen in figure 4. Mean N2pc amplitudes recorded at PO7/PO8 electrode sites were submitted to a 2 (VGP Group: actionVGP; nonVGP) \(\times\) 2 (Target Distance: near target; far target) mixed factorial ANOVA. This revealed a main effect of target distance (\(F_{1,49} = 15.19; p < 0.001; \eta^2 = 0.24\)). A planned paired \(t\)-test revealed that, overall, the N2pc amplitude for targets near fixation was larger (\(-1.34 \mu V\)) than for targets further from fixation (\(-0.63 \mu V\); \(t_{49} = 3.80, p < 0.001\)). The ANOVA also revealed a significant VGP Group \(\times\) Target Distance interaction (\(F_{1,49} = 6.38; p < 0.01; \eta^2 = 0.14\)). Planned independent \(t\)-tests were conducted to compare both groups’ N2pc amplitudes elicited by target distance from fixation (near or far). This revealed a significant difference for targets near fixation, where nonVGPs produced a larger N2pc amplitude (\(-1.67 \mu V\)) compared with actionVGPs (\(-0.98 \mu V\); \(t_{49} = 2.21; p < 0.05\)). The opposite pattern was observed for targets far from fixation, where nonVGPs produced a smaller N2pc amplitude (\(-0.49 \mu V\)) compared to actionVGPs (\(-0.80 \mu V\)), however, this difference was non-significant (\(t < 1\)). To further qualify this interaction, paired \(t\)-tests were conducted comparing within-group differences between N2pc amplitudes for targets near and far from fixation. This revealed that N2pc amplitudes produced by near and far targets differed significantly in the nonVGP group (\(-1.67 versus \,-0.49 \mu V; t = 4.39, p < 0.001\)) but not in the actionVGP group (\(-0.98 versus \,-0.80 \mu V; t < 1\)).

### 4. Discussion

This study investigated whether action video game experience was associated with different spontaneous navigational strategies in healthy young adults. Using a dual solution task in the virtual maze (4/8VM), our results indicated that 80% of actionVGPs spontaneously used a response strategy, which earlier studies indicate are striatum dependent [16,18,19], when navigating in a virtual maze. Conversely, nonVGPs...
shown the proportion of strategy adoption typically observed in normal healthy young adults, with nearly half spontaneously using a response strategy and half spontaneously using a spatial strategy, which previous studies indicate are hippocampus-dependent. Consistent with previous results, we observed that people who spontaneously used a spatial strategy made significantly more probe errors than those who used a response strategy. We did not hypothesize a difference in probe scores taken at the end of the experiment between actionVGPs and nonVGPs, because there is a mix of both spatial and response learners in the nonVGP group.

Important, although the 4/8VM is an indirect behavioural measure, previous reports using this virtual reality task have shown that young adults who spontaneously solved the maze using response strategies have increased striatal grey matter and fMRI activity, while people who used spatial strategies have increased grey matter and fMRI activity in the hippocampus [18,19]. Our current results, based on the 4/8VM, that actionVGPs are significantly more likely to spontaneously adopt navigation strategies associated with increased caudate nucleus volume are consistent with previous evidence showing that video game playing is associated with more grey matter volume and activity in both the dorsal and ventral striatum [11,12,39,40].

Consistent with previous behavioural and electrophysiological studies, our cohort of actionVGPs and nonVGPs displayed differences in the engagement and processing of selected target stimuli. An interaction between group and target location was observed for the amplitude of the N2pc, where nonVGPs showed a significantly larger N2pc in the near condition. This pattern was reversed in the far condition, where actionVGPs produced a larger N2pc. Within-group comparisons revealed a significant difference between near and far conditions only in the nonVGP group; no significant difference in the actionVGP group was observed.

Previous reports comparing ERPs of actionVGPs and NVGPs examined the P3 component, which is thought to correlate with the amount of attentional resources allocated to a target and occurs later in the processing stream (approx. 300 ms after stimulus onset) [52]. Similar to our current task, previous studies required participants to detect targets while suppressing distracting peripheral information [9,10]. In these reports, ERPs time-locked to targets elicited by the actionVGP group generated a significantly larger P3 component compared with nonVGPs [9,10], which is indicative of increased perceptual discrimination and ability to suppress distracting non-target stimuli [53].

With respect to our current ERP results, there are two possible interpretations for the observed patterns that are supported by previous findings. First, it is possible that a similar interpretation to the fMRI results of Bavelier et al. [54] can be made. In this study, participants performed a high-load/low-load target detection task in a scanner. The results revealed that actionVGPs recruited fewer frontoparietal structures to complete the task [54]. This reduced level of activity in the fronto-parietal network is consistent with the proposal that actionVGPs show increased automatization and efficiency during procedural task learning [5,55,56]. In a similar manner, it is possible that actionVGPs also required fewer attentional resources to resolve our current target detection task, thus producing a reduced N2pc in the near (i.e. easier) condition. By contrast, nonVGPs needed to deploy more attention to targets to maintain the same level of accuracy, thus producing a larger N2pc. Another possible interpretation is that actionVGPs were able to more efficiently deploy attention to all target locations (near and far) on both the left and right sides of the display [3,6,8]. When attention is more evenly deployed to both left and right hemifields, the amplitude of the N2pc is reduced owing to the nature of its computation (activity ipsilateral
to target subtracted from activity contralateral to target). Both of these possible explanations, nonetheless, support previous reports that actionVGPs more efficiently deploy attention to resolve target detection tasks compared to nonVGPs.

When examining the spatial memory and visual attention data together, our data suggest that people who play action video games benefit from a more efficient perceptual system but do not show an advantage in hippocampal function. It is also possible that a more general relationship between response strategies and visual attention performance exists. Erickson et al. [57]’s findings demonstrating that striatal volume predicted performance on a video game supports this notion. This finding together with our current data presents a possible alternative hypothesis regarding spatial memory strategies and visual attention. It is possible that our current between-group visual attention results are, in fact, driven by the large difference in response learners in each group. More research specifically examining the effect of navigation strategies on visual attention without the confounding factor of video game experience is needed to further address this question.

Why do we observe differences in navigation strategies and neural responses in the striatum between actionVGPs and nonVGPs? We speculate, drawing on earlier research, that these differences have their basis in anatomically distinct and dissociable learning systems that are differentially engaged by actionVGPs. For example, it is possible that regularly playing action video games engages the striatal reward system in a similar manner to other rewarding activities. Specifically, dopamine release has been measured in the caudate nucleus of the striatum of participants not only in response to behaviours considered to be maladaptive, such as exposure to amphetamines [58], cocaine [59] and alcohol [60], but also to other types of rewards that are more common, such as chocolate [61]. Related to this, adolescents engaging in 9 h of video games per week or more were shown to have a significantly larger striatum (including the nucleus accumbens and caudate nucleus; [12]). In another study, the volume of the entorhinal cortex, which sends afferent projections to the hippocampus, negatively correlated with playing action-RPG ego shooter video games [40]. It should be noted that this same relationship was not observed for ego-shooting and third-person shooting games, highlighting the need for more research on the effects of specific types of video games on the brain. The entorhinal cortex was also found to positively correlate with time playing logic and puzzle games. This positive correlation is also consistent with the hypotheses put forth by Foerde & Shohamy [62] showing that delaying feedback timing will shift from learning based on the striatum to hippocampus. Therefore, in the case of action video games, the presence of immediate rewards may stimulate the striatum to grow and the entorhinal cortex to shrink, whereas the presence of delayed rewards in puzzles or logic games would stimulate the entorhinal cortex to grow [62,63].

Previous results using the 4/8VM have demonstrated that healthy young participants who employ spatial strategies specifically show increased activity and grey matter in the hippocampus. Response learners, by contrast, show increased activity and grey matter in the caudate nucleus and decreased grey matter and activity in the hippocampus [18,19]. Our current 4/8VM data suggest that the high rate of response strategy use in actionVGPs compared with nonVGPs could also indicate a reduction in hippocampus integrity in actionVGPs. This possibility needs further research as reduced grey matter in the hippocampus has been associated with an increased risk for numerous neurological and psychiatric disorders across the lifespan such as schizophrenia [64], post-traumatic stress disorder [65], depression [66] and Alzheimer’s disease [67,68], and cognitive deficits in normal ageing [69] and non-hippocampus-dependent response strategies are associated with addiction [43]. Since our current results did not directly measure hippocampal function, further research on the specific effects of action video games on this system is needed.

It is possible that our current results could reflect a self-selection effect, where actionVGPs in our sample were predisposed to action video game playing owing to higher pre-existing levels of grey matter in striatum. In fact, Erickson et al. [57] found that grey matter in the striatum at baseline predicted the level of video game skill acquired by their participants. As a result, people with higher pre-existing striatal functioning might find video games to be more rewarding and continue playing during their lifetime. It is therefore plausible that people who use response strategies find action video games more pleasurable than spatial learners. While this may be true, time spent playing certain action video games is associated with entorhinal cortex atrophy [40] and this kind of effect during childhood could possibly alter medial temporal lobe development [70]. If this is the case, children exposed to action video games during development could adopt response learning strategies even if they were not response learners to begin with. In other words, engaging with action video games may promote the striatum during development and thus lead to increased use of response strategies. Further research investigating the direct impact of different genres of video games (e.g. first-person shooters; action-role playing games; three-dimensional platform games) on the striatum and hippocampus must be conducted to better understand how and when video games could encourage response learning.

In summary, our current results suggest that while actionVGPs show more efficient visual attention abilities, they are also much more likely to rely on response strategies that are associated with increased grey matter and activity of the caudate nucleus. Future research using neuroimaging is necessary to further qualify these initial findings and should investigate the direct effects of action video games on hippocampal integrity.
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